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RAMS HORN YOKES INSTALLATION
The Swap is Simple, Here's How it’s Done
After removing the medallion try using a large pair of side cutters to pinch the
roll pin that secures the old yoke to the column tube and lever it out toward the
bottom. If that doesn't work, use a long #40 bit to drill completely up through the
center of the roll pin. Enlarge that hole from the top with a long 3/16" bit until
you just touch the pin. Now get some spare lumber, one piece across the seat rails,
another from that piece to the column for support. With a long punch, drive the
roll pin down and out of the grip. Squirt a short burst of some WD40 or PBblaster to the center area to help with removal. Next apply a heat gun to that same
area and leave it there for a couple minutes. I haven't tried a hair drier for this but
I fear it would be inadequate. The heat gun I use is suggested for heat shrink
tubing, $40 or so. The heat will not hurt a powder-coated yoke, it will the plastic
finish on the original. The long drill bits are necessary for the drill chuck to
clear the top of the Comanche yoke.
This next sounds a bit crude but it works for the removal phase, so far you have
just been getting ready. Using a piece of heavy lumber a foot and a half long, I use
a yellow pine 2x4, but not light-weight white pine, have your helper [who will
probably be sitting on the wing out of your way, or at the stabilator] position the
columns almost fully aft but not quite against the stop. Lay the aforementioned
crude implement on top of and in constant contact with the column, sharply sliding
it from forward to rear which will impart sufficient energy to the grip to remove it.
It will take several sharp blows to remove the yoke; you most likely won’t get it off
by twisting and pulling action.
Compare the distance [hole-to-end-of-the-tube] between the new yoke and the old
tube before you start the installation, your column tube may need to be shortened.
The installation is to heat the yoke after applying some of the chosen spray stuff
to the yoke bore and column. A helper can hold the opposite grip while one quickly
installs the new yoke with a twisting motion, aligning the pin holes. Drive the roll
pin upward into the aligned holes, but use some inertia-absorbing mass on top of
the column so as to avoid transferring that shock load to the airframe. I use a 25lb shot bag which hangs there nicely by itself.

Possible Problems to Watch for
While removing Navajo yokes from their tubes I have seen “Loc-tite” used by Piper
which suggests that some may again need this. If you discover you have a less-than
tight fit, use the “Loc-tite” but clean the shaft and bore and leave out the WD-40
stuff. You’ll have to be swift with the pin-to-hole alignment!
Another possible problem is hole misalignment like the tube is too long. If you need
to shorten the tube to make the holes align try this. To avoid a mess inside the
airplane you’ll need a 5-gallon plastic pail, 1-3/4” or larger hole saw, and a
sanding disc for your electric drill. Use the hole saw to cut a hole in the bottom
of the pail, place the pail over the column tube, use the sanding disc inside the pail
[which will retain the trash] to remove material from the end of the tube. Be sure to
put a mark on the tube to indicate the stopping point for material removal. De-burr
the edge of the tube and continue. Measure the hole location before you start the
installation and you won’t have a learning curve repeat session.
Be sure to leave the “bucket with the hole in it” somewhere inside the hangar so as
to generate an occasional question. Methyl Ethyl Ketone aka MEK may damage the
powder coat finish.
Good Luck, Matt Kurke
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Comanche versus Navajo yoke – notice width comparison

Navajo Rams Horn Style Yoke with double hollow grips,
shown here powder coated glossy black

The original Navajo medallions [left] are no longer available; the
blue appearance of the new style Piper medallion is the wrapper

Setup for shortening the column tube if necessary

